Diagnostic performance of confocal laser endomicroscopy for atrophy and gastric intestinal metaplasia: A meta-analysis.
To systematically evaluate the diagnostic efficacy of confocal laser endomicroscopy (CLE) for gastric atrophy (GA) and gastric intestinal metaplasia (GIM). Literature search was performed in PubMed and the Cochrane Library for CLE, GA and GIM. The sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) in diagnosing GA and GIM were pooled for analysis. A summary receiver operating curve (SROC) was documented and the area under the curve was calculated. Of the 10 studies included in this current analysis, the pooled sensitivity, specificity and DOR of CLE to diagnose GA and GIM were found to be 88%, 98% and 330.85, and 93%, 98% and 439.97, respectively. The area under the SROC were 0.9491 and 0.9812 for the diagnosis of GA and GIM, respectively. Higher sensitivity and specificity of this technique in diagnosing GA and GIM were found in patients without representative disease spectrum and those received pCLE by subgroup analysis. CLE is of great value and may be considered an alternative modality for the early diagnosis of GA and GIM.